Abstract. In the presented work the results of numerical modeling of the UT-variation of the equatorial electrojet, executed on the basis of the model GSM TIP are presented, taking into account the dynamo electric fields generated by thermospheric winds in a current-carrying layer of the ionosphere at heights 80-175 km above a surface of the Earth. To the Global Self-consistent Model of the Thermosphere, Ionosphere and Protonosphere (GSM TIP), developed in WD IZMIRAN, a new block for the calculation of electric fields in the ionosphere has been added. In this block the solution of the three-dimensional equation describing the conservation law of the full current in the Earth's ionosphere is reduced to the solution of the two-dimensional equation by integration along geomagnetic field lines. Calculations of parameters of the near-Earth space plasmas have been executed for quiet equinoctial conditions on 22 March 1987 during the minimum of solar activity.
Introduction
The equatorial ionosphere is unique in many respects. Global scale dynamo action, i.e. the generation of currents by electromotive forces due to tidal winds results in the generation of planetary scale east-west electric fields at low latitudes around the geomagnetic equator. These electric fields, in combination with the north-south magnetic fields, cause different geophysical phenomena near the geomagnetic equator. The most important equatorial ionospheric phenomena are: the equatorial ionization anomaly (or Appleton anomaly), the equatorial electrojet, and the generation of plasma density irregularities. An outstanding problem is the cause for the day-to-day variability in the intensity of the electric fields that are responsible for the equatorial anomaly and the electrojet. The enhanced variations of the Earth's magnetic field over the equator were explained by Egedal (1947) to be due to an enhanced east-west current flow in a narrow latitudinal belt ±3 • around the geomagnetic equator. This was later named equatorial electrojet by Chapman (1951) . The explanation for the electrojet was offered on the basis of the electrodynamics of a horizontally stratified ionosphere with anisotropic conductivities in a horizontal magnetic field. In a magnetoplasma with mutually perpendicular electric E and magnetic B fields, Pedersen currents flow parallel to E and Hall currents flow perpendicular to both E and B. In the presence of the almost non-conducting boundaries above and below the dynamo region (80-175 km), the flow of Hall currents is inhibited. Under such circumstances, the east-west conductivities are enhanced, increasing the flow of currents, namely, the equatorial electrojet. Cowling (1933) , Martyn et al. (1948) , Baker and Martyn (1953) , and Sugiura and Cain (1966) made important contributions to the explanation of this phenomenon.
Connected with the equatorial electrojet are several phenomena occurring in the equatorial ionosphere during quiet and disturbed geomagnetic conditions, such as equatorial spread F and equatorial plasma bubbles which influence radio waves propagation in the vicinity of geomagnetic equator.
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the URSI Landesausschuss in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland e.V. The solution is performed numerically on a global grid with a resolution of 5 • in geomagnetic latitude for the neutral atmospheric and ionospheric equations. The integration of the latter equations is executed along geomagnetic field lines. The geomagnetic field is presented in the model by a tilted centred dipole. Field lines are considered to be open at L>14.9, where L= r R E is the McIlwain parameter. The longitudinal resolution step is 15 • in a spherical geomagnetic coordinate system. In the vertical dimension, the thermospheric code uses 30 height grid points between 80 and 520 km altitude above the Earth's surface.
The ionospheric part of the code (F2-region and above) has variable spatial steps along the magnetic field lines from a base altitude 175 km to a maximum distance of 15 Earth's radii. The paper by Namgaladze et al. (1988) is devoted to the detailed description of the general statement of the problem of modeling parameters of the thermosphereionosphere-protonosphere system as a whole. The statement of the problem is also given in papers by Namgaladze et al. (1991) , Korenkov et al. (1998) .
To the model a new block of calculation of electric fields in the ionosphere is added (Klimenko et al., 2005 (Klimenko et al., , 2006a . The modelled physical principles, the mathematical structure of the new block of calculation of electric field and zonal current in the Earth's ionosphere of the model GSM TIP and the used algorithm of the calculations has been described in detail by Klimenko et al. (2006a, b) . The distribution of the quasi-stationary large-scale electric field in the Earth's ionosphere is described by the current density conservation law:
where j = σ · (E+V n × B)= σ · E is the surface density of the current, σ is the ionospheric conductivity tensor, E is the electric field of polarization, V n × B is the dynamo field, V n is the velocity of the average mass motion of the neutral gas, and B is the geomagnetic field induction. The three-dimensional Eq. (1) was reduced to twodimensional integration over the height of the currentconducting layer. The transition to the two-dimensional equation is performed by taking the integral along the geomagnetic field lines assuming that the electric field is constant in the current-conducting ionospheric layer along these field lines, which are expected equipotential. Such an approach to modeling the electric field in the Earth's ionosphere has long been known and is used by many researchers. This approach has been described in many monographs and manuals, e.g., in (Gurevich et al., 1976; Richmond, 1982; Volland, 1984; Singh and Cole, 1987; Heelis, 2004) .
Assuming that the geomagnetic field is a dipole, we introduce the dipole (dipolar) coordinate system (q, v, u) , where:
Here ρ=
R E +h , R E is the Earth's radius, h is the height above the Earth's surface, (r, , ) is a spherical geomagnetic coordinate system, r is the radius vector, is the geomagnetic colatitude (polar angle), and is the geomagnetic longitude. The conductivity tensor shape in the dipole (dipolar) and spherical geomagnetic coordinate systems can be found, e.g., in (Gurevich et al., 1976) .
In the dipole (dipolar) coordinate system (q, v, u), the equation of current density conservation in the Earth's ionosphere Eq. (1) has the form:
where
ρ · sin , and h u = R E ρ 2 ·k·sin are the Lame coefficients, and k= √ 1 + 3 · cos 2 If the electric field potential in the Earth's ionosphere is taken into account, we obtain:
where is the electric field potential; B= |B|, σ P and σ H are the Pedersen and Hall conductivities of the ionosphere, the expressions of which can be found in (Gershman, 1974; Heelis, 2004) . Let us integrate Eq. (2) along the field line segment in the current-conducting layer from q 1 to q 2 . If the field line completely lies in the ionospheric current-conducting layer, the integration is performed from the bottom of this line in the given hemisphere to the top.
Assuming that inflowing and outflowing currents are absent at the lower boundary of the ionospheric current conducting layer at a height of 80 km, we have the boundary condition for the three-dimensional modeling Eq. (1): j q =0 (everywhere except at the equator) and j u =0 (at the equator) at a height of h=80 km, which is used as the lower limit during the integration over the thickness of the ionospheric currentconducting layer. We now determine the zonal electrojet as a zonal current surface density integrated over the thickness of the ionospheric current-conducting layer, i.e., as a zonal current linear density. In this case the positive and negative signs of the zonal electrojet will correspond to the direction toward east and west, respectively.
In the model where the integration is performed along the geomagnetic field lines, the zonal electrojet is calculated using the formula:
In papers by Klimenko et al. (2006a, b) the modelled physical principles and the mathematical structure of the new block of calculation of electric field and zonal current in the Earth's ionosphere of the model GSM TIP, and the used algorithm of the calculations are explained in every detail.
The equatorial electrojet is essentially a LT (local time) phenomenon with the UT component resulting from longitudinal differences arising from the differences in conductivity due to various factors, e.g. the fact that the dipole axis and the geographic axis do not coincide, or that the ambient magnetic field has a non-dipolar component, or that the magnetospheric sources are contributing to the electric fields or conductivity. From all listed factors in this work there is only the first factor taken into account, namely, that the dipole axis and the geographic axis do not coincide. The second and the third of the above factors are neglected here. Firstly, in the model GSM TIP the dipole approximation of the ambient geomagnetic field is used, therefore a non-dipol component naturally is neglected. Secondly, all calculations in this work were carried out taking into account the dynamo field generated by thermospheric winds only. Therefore the contribution of electric fields of magnetospheric convection is absent.
The inclusion of the new block of the electric field calculation in the model GSM TIP allows us to investigate the equatorial ionosphere. The calculations were carried out for quiet equinox conditions on 22.03.1987 during solar activity minimum (F 10.7 =76). Figure 1 shows the global distribution of the dynamo electric field potential in kV in a polar geomagnetic coordinate system (latitude-longitude), calculated on the basis of GSM TIP for 00:00 UT. The geomagnetic latitudes are shown by circles with steps of 30 • from the geomagnetic pole to the geomagnetic equator for both hemispheres. Numbers on the equatorial circle denote the positions of longitudinal geomagnetic Figures. 2-5 show the global distributions of zonal current linear density, obtained with the model GSM TIP for 23:00 UT, 06:00 UT, 15:00 UT and 20:00 UT in a Cartesian geomagnetic coordinate system (longitude-latitude). One can see that the maximal intensity of the zonal current linear density has maxima at 23:00 UT and 15:00 UT and minima at 06:00 UT and 20:00 UT. The greatest and smallest values of the equatorial electrojet maximal intensity during the day can differ by a factor of two. The longitudinal extent of the equatorial electrojet area does hardly reveal any UTvariation, although it is possible to note the greatest longitudinal extent at 06:00 UT. With amplification of the equatorial electrojet maximal intensity, its latitudinal extent slightly increases also (about 5-10 • ). At the same time, the equatorial electrojet in its maxima of intensity has approximately an identical width, and in the minima of intensity the electrojet is narrow in the morning and wide in the afternoon.
Calculation results and their discussion
Under symmetrical conditions in the Northern and Southern hemisphere the current at the upper boundary of the current-conducting layer should vanish. In reality, an asymmetry is always observed between the hemispheres, since the conductivities and thermospheric circulation are different on both sides of the geomagnetic equator. This asymmetry originates even during equinoctial conditions, because the axes of the Earth rotation and the geomagnetic dipole do not coincide. Therefore, the geomagnetic field lines remain on equipotential (due to the high field-aligned conductivity along these lines) only when currents are generated along the closed geomagnetic field lines. These field aligned currents almost instantaneously compensate the originating potential drop between the hemispheres. On open geomagnetic field lines, these currents are absent due to the absence of any relation between the hemispheres.
The majority of researchers speak now only about a longitudinal variation of various parameters of the near-Earth environment, including the equatorial electrojet, forgetting about UT-variation or identifying it with a longitudinal variation. We consider this as incorrect. Really, in an experiment it is very difficult, if at all possibly, to separate a longitudinal variation from a UT-variation. However it is very easy in numerical modeling.
Let us consider the sources of these variations. Originally it is supposed that a UT variation of the ionospheric parameters are connected with the mismatch of the axis of the geomagnetic dipole with the geographic axis of the Earth rotation. For any existence of longitudinal variations the presence of longitudinal sources is necessary. These sources must be located in well-defined places on the Earth's surface. For example, the South-Atlantic anomaly is a source of longitudinal variations. This source is connected with the presence of multipole components in the geomagnetic field. UT and longitude are independent variables. We can expand every function in series of these two independent variables. Herewith one term of the decomposition in the series will depend on longitude only, the other will depend on UT only, but the third (the cross terms of the decomposition) will depend on both variables. The UT variation will be described with the terms of the decomposition, depending on UT. The longitudinal variation will be described with the terms, depending on longitude. But cross terms will describe a dependency on both UT, and longitude. Most likely, the contribution of these terms will be small in comparison with the contribution of the main terms, describing longitudinal and UT variation.
In our model the geomagnetic field is approximated by a central dipole, the axis of which does not coincide with the geographical axis of Earth rotation. In this approximation of a geomagnetic field, there is no non-dipole component. Therefore the visible reasons for an existence of longitudinal variations are absent, while the mechanism of formation of a UT-variations is present. Hence, we shall speak about UT-variations, discussing results of the calculations. Also we shall speak about longitudinal variations, discussing experimental data in which UT and longitudinal variations are contained, since in this case we deal with real data.
The equatorial electrojet is known to peak around 11:00-12:00 LT. In our calculation results the maximum intensity of the equatorial electrojet appears around =240 • (11:00 LT) for 23.00 UT, around =130 • (10:40 LT) for 06:00 UT, around =0 • (11:00 LT) for 15:00 UT, and around =280 • (10:20 LT) for 20:00 UT. As for a displacement of the maximum of the electrojet into the morning sector of LT in comparison with real experimental data, this can be caused by neglecting tides on the bottom boundary of thermosphere and by neglecting the electric field of magnetospheric convection in our calculations.
In papers by Lühr et al. (2004) Comparing these data with results of our calculations, we can state their satisfactory consent in position and spatial size of the equatorial electrojet. In our calculations the width of the electrojet along latitude turns out a little greater, than in the experiment. This can be explained with the absence of the electric field of magnetospheric convection and the absence of thermospheric tides in our calculations which could lead to a modification of the spatial distribution of the zonal current in the Earth's ionosphere or with the rough spatial grid in our model. As for the maximal intensity of the equatorial electrojet in our calculations, its value of 35 A/km is very close to the measurements of Manoj et al. (2006) .
A comparison of results of our model calculations with experimental data by Le Mouel et al. (2006) has shown, that:
1. Locations of calculated and observed electrojet at 06:00 UT, 08:00 UT and 22:00 UT practically coincide;
2. While in the experiment the longitudinal extent of the equatorial electrojet depends on UT and is minimal for the southern hemisphere, in the results of the model calculations the longitudinal extent of the equatorial electrojet is constant. This indicates that in the experiment there are sources of longitudinal and of UT variations of the equatorial electrojet (a real geomagnetic field with all features, including the South-Atlantic magnetic anomaly with which the minimal longitudinal extent of the equatorial electrojet in the southern hemisphere is possibly connected). In the model there are only sources of UT variation (dipole geomagnetic field). From this it is possible to draw the conclusion that the variability of the longitudinal extent of the equatorial electrojet is the consequence of a longitudinal variation; 3. In model calculations the counter electrojet is formed both in the morning and in the evening, but in the evening the counter electrojet is much stronger than in the morning. In the experiment the counter electrojet is formed only in the morning. This fact can be explained by the absence of thermospheric tides in the presented calculations. therefore each point on the abscissa of this plot corresponds to conditions close to noon for various geomagnetic longitudes at the geomagnetic equator. It is shown, that there is a precise semidiurnal harmonic in the diurnal behavior of the equatorial electrojet linear density with maxima at 23:00 UT and 15:00 UT and with minima at 06:00 UT and 20:00 UT. In investigations by Ivers et al. (2003) , Doumouya and Cohen (2004), and Le Mouel et al. (2006) obtained on the basis of observations of the equatorial electrojet with the CHAMP and Ørsted satellites, it was shown that the variability of the equatorial electrojet depends on time and longitude. Ivers et al. (2003) and Le Mouel et al. (2006) have shown the existence of a quarter-diurnal (six-hour) harmonic in the equatorial electrojet, i.e. the presence of a UT or longitudinal behavior of the equatorial electrojet with four maxima and accordingly four minima. The maximal intensity of the equatorial electrojet in our calculations shows a semidiurnal harmonic behavior on UT. We used the geographical longitudes of the maxima from Ivers et al. (2003) in geomagnetic longitude at the geomagnetic equator. Then we recalculated these longitudes in UT which correspond to noon conditions in points: λ = 0 • -30 • E corresponding to = 85 • or 11:00 UT; λ = 90 • -120 • E corresponding to = 175 • , or 05:00 UT; λ = 180 • -220 • E corresponding to = 270 • , or 22:00 UT; λ = 260 • -290 • E corresponding to = 345 • , or 17:00 UT. Thus we obtain a coincidence of maxima of the equatorial electrojet in the longitudinal ranges λ = 180 • -220 • E (in our calculations 23:00 UT, and in experiment 22:00 UT) and λ = 260 • -290 • E (in our calculations 15:00 UT, and in experiment 17:00'UT).
Le Mouel et al. (2006) have shown that the longitudinal behavior of the maximal intensity of the equatorial electrojet has four maxima and four minima. Three of the four maxima coincide with the maxima in the paper by Ivers et al. (2003) . From the papers by Doumouya and Cohen (2004) it is possible to pick out six extrema in the longitudinal behavior of the intensity of the equatorial electrojet. Three maxima and three minima from their work coincide with three maxima and three minima in the work by Le Mouel et al. (2006) .
According to data from Doumouya and Cohen (2004) and Le Mouel et al. (2006) the longitudinal variation of the equatorial electrojet lays in the range 1.7-2.3 and 2.3-3.2, correspondingly. Figure 6 shows, that the magnitude of the UT variation of the equatorial electrojet equals approximately 2 in our calculations. We obtained this magnitude for quiet geomagnetic conditions during a spring equinox under a minimum of solar activity.
Figures 7-10 show the distributions of zonal current surface density, obtained with the model GSM TIP for 23:00 UT, 06:00 UT, 15:00 UT and 20:00 UT in a Cartesian geomagnetic coordinate system (longitude-altitude). One may notice that its UT-variation is much weaker and equals ∼1-3 A/km 2 and herewith the maximal intensity is ∼15-20 A/km 2 . At the same time the latitudinal extent of the equatorial electrojet surface density is maximal at 23:00 UT and 15:00 UT and minimal at 06:00 UT and 20:00 UT.
A comparison of experimental data and results of model calculations by other authors has been made by Klimenko et al. (2006a) . Comparison with simulation results of Richmond (1989) and Stening (1985) and with the experimental data from Stening (1985) has revealed a satisfactory consent for the vertical structure of the zonal current in the equatorial ionosphere. 
Summary
Numerical calculations have shown, that there is a semidiurnal harmonic in the diurnal behavior of the maximal inten- sity of the equatorial electrojet with maxima at 23:00 UT and 15:00 UT and with minima at 06:00 UT and 20:00 UT. The greatest and smallest values of its maximal intensity in the diurnal behavior can differ by a factor of two. The longitudinal extent of the area of the equatorial electrojet practically does not show any UT-variation. The variability of the longitudinal extent of the equatorial electrojet with respect to UT, which exists in experiment, is a longitudinal variation but not a UT variation. With amplification of the maximal intensity of the equatorial electrojet, its latitudinal extent slightly increases also. At the same time the equatorial electrojet in its maxima of intensity has approximately an identical width, and in the minima the electrojet is narrow in the morning and wide in afternoon. The comparison of experimental data with our calculation results has shown a satisfactory agreement in intensity, position and spatial size of the equatorial electrojet. A small displacement of the maximal intensity of the electrojet into the morning sector in comparison with experimental data, can be connected with the absence of thermospheric tides on the bottom boundary of the thermosphere and the absence of electric fields of magnetospheric convection in our calculations. The presence of the counter electrojet in the evening sector of local time in our calculations which is absent in experimental data, can possibly be explained by the absence of thermospheric tides in our calculations. The UT-variation of the surface density of the equatorial electrojet is much weaker and equals ∼1-3 A/km 2 and herewith the maximal intensity is ∼15-20 A/km 2 . The latitudinal extent of the surface density of the equatorial electrojet is maximal at 23:00 UT and 15:00 UT and minimal at 06:00 UT and 20:00 UT.
